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ABSTRACT

An overview is provided on modeling and analysis of
thermal shock experiments conducted during 1998 with
high-energy, short-pulse energy deposition in a mercury
tilled container in the Alternating Gradient Synchrotmn
(AGS) facility at Brookhaven National IA-wratory
(BNL). The simulation framework utilized along with the
results of simulations for pressure and strain protiles are
presented. While the magnitude of peak strain
predictions versus data are in reasonable agreement, the
temporal variations were found to differ significantly in
selected cases, indicating Iiick of modeling of certain
physiciil phenomena or due to uncertainties in the
experimental’ data gathering techniques. Key thermal-
shock related issues and uncertainties are highlighted.

I. INTRODUCTION

In accelerator-driven neutron sources such as the
Spallatiou Neutron Source (SNS) ‘ with powers in the 1
MW range (time-averaged), the interaction of the
energetic proton beam with the mercury target can lead
m very high heating rates in the target. Although the
resulting temperature rise is relatively small (ii few “C),
the rilte of temperature rise is enormous (--107 “C/s)
during the very brief beam pulse (-0.5 s). The resulting
compression of the mercury leads to the production of
large amplitude pressure wolves in the mercury that
interact with the walls of the mercury target and the bulk
11OWfield. Understanding and predicting propagation of
pressure pulses in the target (either liquid or solid) are
considered critical for estilblishing the feasibility of
constructing and mfely operating such devices. Along
with other objectives, in order to develop a code
validation aml benchmarking database, a collaborative
irfrilUgCXWdllt was set upz to conduct experiments with
close to full-sc~le target chambers tilled with mercury
subjected (o (ils close-to prototypic) short-pulse energy

pulses. The AGS facility at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) was chosen to conduct these
experiments.

Specific experiments conducted at BNL’s AGS
facility during 1998 (the subject of this paper) involved
high-energy (24 GeV) proton energy deposition in the
mercury target over a time frame of -0. 1s. The target
consisted of an - 1 m. long cylindrical stainless steel
shell with a hemispherical dome at the leading edge. It
was filled with mercury at room temperature and
pressure. Several optical strain gages were attached to
the surface of the steel target. Figure 1 shows a
schematic representation of the test vessel along with the
main dimensions and positions of three optical strain
gages at which meaningful data were obtained. As
opposed to data taken during 1997, these tests included
strain gages in the hemispherical dome region. The
proton pulse shape was roughly parabolic and was
estimated to be of -0.05 m in radius. Details of the
estimated pulse shape and spatial variation are provided
elsewhere. This paper provides a perspective overview of
ongoing modeling and analysis work related to the
above-mentioned experiment in which about 7-9 kJ of
thermal energy was deposited into the mercury-filled
target over O.1s.

II. MODELING AND ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

The CTH code system3 was used as a basis for
developing the appropriate simulation framework. CTH
is a three-dimensional (3-D), shock-physics code,
sometimes Ioosely referred to as a hydrocode. This code
and associated technology base have been used
extensively to simulate explosive processes (such as
molten metal-water vapor explosions, and hydrogen
detonation) in enclosed fluid-structure systems.44 It is
now being ildopted’ for characterizing the current
thermal-shock process in a coupled manner,



~imul~eous]y accounting for localized compression
pulses fkom rapid heat deposition, the transport of the
compression wave through the mercury, interdiction of
this wave with the surroun~lng structure, feedback to the
mercury from these structures, and multi-~lmensional
reflection patterns including rarefaction-induced milterial
tiacture (i.e., cavitation in fluids).

Modeling and amdysis work are behtg performed in
severi areas. Modeling is conducted in a staged manner
starting with a simple two-dmensional (2-D) geometry,
followed by full-scope 3-D model development (using
CTH by itseif, or combining it’s core capabilities with a
finite-element structural mechanics code).

Although the geometry of the AGS experiment target
has some three-dimensional features (e.g., flanges,
supports, till tube), it was deliberately designed to remain
M two-~lmensiona.l as possible. As a first cut, a 2-D
model was built using CTH with cylindrical symmetry.
This model is shown in Figure 1 in which key
dimensions are depicted along with locations of key
tracer points (in the fluid and shell).

The following key assumptions were made:

1. Mercury and steel interthces will be ~hi~,lcterized
by perfect contact. This assumption wiis necessary to
permit modeling to proceed, although it is recognized
thilt imperfect contact (with a mercury-gas li~yer)ket.ween
mercury and steel is a distinct possitillity. This is one of
(he key iUWibutes necessary for successful depiction of
complex fluid-structural behavior. The interface between
sleel and fluid is characterized by the absence of strength
in mixed (fluid-steel) cells.

2. The Mie-Gruniesen (MG) equation-of-state (EOS)
adequately represents the mercury liquid in compression
and tensile states. The MG-EOS is well-known to be
useful for use for materials in the compression state. It is
recognized, however, thilt extension to tensile states mily
not be adequitte, especiidly when giiseous or vaporous
~ilvitfition miiy occur below a certilin pressure threshold.

3. Ci~viti~tioneffects are negligible. This is a key
presuumtion, since clear-cut evidence exists to indicate
cavitation in mercury (without degassing) can tike pli~ce
at J’eliltively modest tensile pressures (see companion
paper by F. Moriiga and R. P. Taleyitkhi~n)X.

4. Thermal energy transfer from mercury to the steel
is negligible. This assumption is valid for the relatively
short duration (- 300 microseconds) of time for thermi~l
shock studies reported herein. It is recognized, however,
Ihilt fbr longer tiuriltiOUilpprOilChillg the time COIIStiUlt of

the shell structures, thermal energy transfer will need to
be accounted for.

The energy deposition protile used for simulation
was taken from Ref. 2. Since CTH requires energy
deposition to be introduced in discrete material regions,
the profile of Ref. 2, was divided into 5 radial and 10
axial zones. About 7 kJ of thermal energy is deposited in
the mercury and steel over 100 nanoseconds. A total of
-68,000 cells were used to represent the AGS target and
surroundings. Tracer points were attached to the steel
shell at selected locations (where strain gages were
positioned). Additional tracer points were introduced in
the steel and mercury to assess wave propagation
phenomena along with the assessment of variations in
shear stresses at key locations.

III. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS

Selected results of simulations are shown in Figures
2 through 7. The locations for these transient variations
of pressure and strain values are indicated in Figure 1.
As noted in Figure 1, the locations of optical strain gages
#18&19, #9&10, and #3 coincide with Lagrangian tracer
points L22, L25 and L28, respectively.

As was idready mentioned in an emlier comparison,
it is seen from Figure 2 that negative pressures in
mercury imply that mercury can support a rarefaction
process, This result is an artifiict of assuming a solid-like
equation-of-state (EOS) for mercury and the presumption
that liquid mercury will not cwitate. It is realized thilt
simulation of more realistic physics of cavitation and
geometry are required to improve our understanding and
predictive capabilities. It is idso seen from Figures 2 & 3
that, for the geometry under investigation, tensile fluid
pressures will vary from --20 MPa in the central regions
(see trace for L3) to between --6 MPa (for IA next to the
front window) and --1 MPa at the side wall regions (see
pressure trace for L6). Compi~ing these viiues with data
taken in the piist it is apparent that Cavitation of mercury
can not be ruled out, neither in the bulk region, nor at the
mercury-steal interfaces. However, the intensity of
cavitation near steel walls is clearly greater for the tlui(l
in the front window region than at the side walls (where
most of the strain gages were located).

F@res 4, 5 & 7 present predicted versus measured
stiilin values at L22, L25 and L28 triicer points
corresponding to locations for gages #18&19, #9&10 and
#3, respectively. The three different measured values at
the s,ame lociitions i~e ploltecl for c~mpivison against the
predictions in figures. As cm be clearly seen, in all cases
except for L28, the magnitude of striiin pre~lcted is
reasonitbl y close to thilt recorded in the experiments. For
~xiunpk, itt L22 (Figure 4) the monitored magnitude of



~ircnmferential strain varied between +9 tO -4

microstrain. The predictions are between +20 to - -10
microstrain. Also seen from Figure 5, the predicted
longitudinal strain at L25 varies between +20 and -18
microstrain while the measurement is between +28 and -
20 microstrain. It is seen in the figures that substantial
dis~epancies exist in the overall transient profile
between the pre&ctions and the measurements. As seen
in F@.wes 4 & 5, peaks and valleys in strain value occur
with a different frequency. These discrepancies between
the measurement and the predictions may be because of
several reasons. One of them could be a lack of
cavitation modeling in the prdlctions while cavitation
onset is certain based on pressure pre&ctions as seen in
Figures 2 & 3. It is observed in the measurements that
two optical gauges located side by side (i.e., #18 & #19,
and #9 & #10) gave substantially different readings.
Also, it is seen that the readkgs vary substantially from
one test measurement to another.

The predicted longitudhml strain at L25 is compared
against the hoop strain at the same location in Figure 6.
It is interesting to note that the hoop stain is twice as
large as the longitu~lnal strain, and its transient behavior
and size are closer to those of the meawred longitudinal
strain as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 7 presents results for longitudhd strain at
L28 (gage #3). As noted therein, the measurements seem
to indicate that the stress wave has been l,argely
dissipated at this location which is only - l%m
downstrem from L25, whereas the predicted strain is
still substantial w shown in Figure 5. It is strongly
suspected that gage #3 was providing erroneous values
during measurements (due to possible mechmical
problems).

It should be noted that, the above-mentioned
comparisons were made without accounting for onset of
cavitation in the mercury fluid. As already mentioned,
recent data (see companion pi~perby F. Moraga and R. P.
Taleyarkhan) indicate the onset threshold for cavitation
at tensile pressures of less than -1 MPa. Scoping
simulations conducted (but not reported herein) klkilte

u signiiicmt change in predicted stmin spectm
(especially with time) when cavitation onset is allowed -
especially at locations close to the front window where
the proton beam strikes the mercury tilled chamber. As
may be expected, the degree of cavitation and resulting
spectrum of pressure pulsation in the mercury and the
steel shell structure will vary with position.

A1lOther point Of ~UtiOn concerns the SCkIICe Of
making appropriate comparisons. The predictions of
strain from a computer code against st.min gage data
should be made with due caution, especially when

comparing against longitudinal strain values in a body
with cylindrical symmetry. A strain gage monitors
variations in separation between two “glued” points,
whereas, computer code predictions arise out of the strain
tensor for a given cell or node. Minor differences in
epoxy performance (or lack of it) may present unnsual
Wferences in monitored strain, which may account for
the highly different transient variations seen between
strain gages #18 and #19 (which were very close
together). For a body with cylindrical symmetry, it is far
more appropriate and straightforward to -Pare
circumferential strain (due to absence of variations in the
azimuthal duection). However, this point must be
tempered somewhat, since practical problems and
uncertainties emanate when positioning optical strain
gages around curvilinear surfaces.

IV. SUM1’vfARYAND CONCLUSION

To summarize, preliminary assessments for thermal
shock in the cylindrical mercury target used in the AGS
experiment have indicated reasonably good agreement
between pre&ctions and data. Peak strain magnitudes
agree reasonably well with those observed
experimentally. However, the transient variations in
pulse shape &ldnot agree in all casess. It is not clear what
degree of uncertainty exists in the data gathering
technique itself, or if three-dimensional effects played a
significant role (since the target assembly does
incorporate a series of instrumentation taps and flanges).
Based on recent experimental evidence, it appears that
cavitation in the mercury should have played a
significant role in terms of modifying the time-varying
shape of strain measurements.
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Figure 2. Prtilcted Pressure Variations in Mercury at Figure 3. Pretlcted Pressure Variations in Mercury at
the Location #Ll, L2, and L3. the Location #L4 and L6 (near the wall).
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Figure 5. Predicted Vs Memured Longitudinal Strains
at L25 (Gages #9 & 10 of Various Tests)
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Figure 7. Predicted Vs Measured Longitudinal Strains
at L28 (Gage #3 of Various Tests)


